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It all started with the 3 minutes of fame limit



3 minutes of fame 

within the frame

"In the future everyone will be famous for 3 
minutes." - Andy Walker

In a re-working of Andy Warhol's infamous quote, 
Andy Walker devised the idea for the Fame Frame
– a radical new cabaret which allowed members of 
the audience to get up and do literally anything 
within the large Polaroid Style square 
'proscenium arch' onstage. The only proviso was 
that it had to stay within the 3 minute time 
limit.

The range of performances were incredible and -
because there were no filters - they ranged from 
the amateur to the professional... with 
occasional shocks of nudity and other edgy 
demonstrations! All was encouraged.



ZAP Club

"The ZAP Club was a fabulous 

platform for a magnificent 

melting pot of ideas and 

extraordinary talent.

We wouldn't have been able to 

do our shows anywhere else in 

the same way. It gave us the 

freedom to try anything we 

wanted. This level of freedom 

is crucial for the best 

creativity to flow and for 

innovative work to be 

made..."

- Stella Starr



Local media features



TV and fame

The Fame Frame show was featured 

on an early Channel 4 media/arts 

programme.

Like so much innovative work at 

the ZAP, Andy Walker's Fame 

Frame developed its own cult 

following.

Many people who performed in the 

frame went on to develop their 

own shows and careers. Notably 

one of them became a best-

selling author who also wrote 

for Doctor Who!



Key partnerships

As well as the main partnership of 

Andy Walker and Stella Starr making 

these shows happen, other key 

partnerships were formed. 

MC Bobby Gold + choreographer and 

wardrobe mistress extraordinaire 

Fifi de Maintenon joined Stella to 

become founder members of the 

Vavavavoom! Burlesque enterprise.



From Fame Frame to

The Billy Silver Show

From its underground 

beginnings in the small arch 

of the Zap Club, Andy Walker's 

Fame Frame went on to become a 

bigger more polished stage 

show in the main ZAP arch –

renamed as The Billy Silver 

Show. Andy Walker developed 

his stage name of Billy Silver 

to go alongside Bobby Gold. 

Stella and Fifi started devising 

fully choreographed shows each 

week(!) with a core group of 

performers.

Stella still designed all the publicity but this was 

pre-digital/Photoshop, so traditional 'cut and paste' 

methods were used – with Letraset and photocopying!



Brighton Festival 

shows The Billy Silver Show in the ZAP 

Brighton Festival programme



Other ZAP shows 

followed...

Andy and Stella went on to work on projects 

like the ZAP's Christmas Panto together, 

whilst also developing their own award 

winning solo shows for ZAP showcases.

Two short plays written by Stella Starr -

"The Meal" and "Radio Play" - were also 

premiered at the ZAP Club.


